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Abstract
Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) video content sharing is promising for connected and autonomous vehicles. However, various secu-
rity, trust, and privacy risks, coupled with conflicts of interest among different operators, hinder the large-scale promotion
of such an application. To address these issues, a consortium blockchain-based framework for cross-operator V2V video
content distribution is presented, breaking operators’ barriers and achieving a fair value transfer. First, a two-tier consortium
blockchain architecture is designed for cross-operator transaction data management. Ledger maintenance and consensus ver-
ification are performed within subchains, while user information storage and smart contract execution are conducted between
the mainchain and subchains. A multi-constrained vehicle-group selection algorithm is then designed, which minimizes ser-
vice fees under vehicle reputation, connection duration, and transmission rate constraints. Lastly, an incentive mechanism is
developed to promote the rapid upload of transaction data for cross-operator contract invocation. Extensive security analysis
and simulation results demonstrate the proposed scheme’s feasibility, superiority, and effectiveness.

Keywords V2V content sharing · Cross-operator · Consortium blockchain · Vehicle-group selection · Service fee

1 Introduction

The fifth-generation (5G) wireless network brings unprece-
dented connection speeds and performance to connected
vehicles (IoV) [1, 2], promoting the rapid development
of video applications such as autonomous driving, envi-
ronmental awareness, and on-road entertainment. As a
resource-intensive application, video content distribution has
characteristics such as long transmission duration and strict
quality of service (QoS) requirements. Due to the scarcity of
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radio spectrum, it is difficult for 5G base stations (BSs) alone
to support large-scale video services [3, 4]. Another difficulty
is that the frequent switching of vehicle-to-infrastructure
(V2I) connections caused by the high-speed movement of
vehicles reduces the stability of video provision. Due to the
limited cache capacity at the edge of 5G networks, there will
inevitably be low cache hit rates in the face of numerous
content requests from connected and autonomous cars.

Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) video content delivery helps
alleviate the storage and communication burden on fixed net-
work infrastructure, expand the transmission range of video
content, and reduce delivery delay [5, 6], especially in traf-
fic congestion, where video content between vehicles can
be quickly shared. Moreover, most electric cars are powered
by lithium-ion batteries and V2V communication can help
themsave energy [7, 8].Althoughverypromising, large-scale
promotion has some technical and non-technical challenges.
First, a car cannot determine the authenticity of transaction
object identities. Thus, the car is vulnerable to a Sybil attack
with a fake identity [9]. Malicious nodes may tamper with
video content, such as implanting illegal links and packet
forgery [10, 11]. Many users are unwilling to share content
or distrust V2V communications out of concerns about secu-
rity and privacy. This requires enhancing security to dispel
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users’ doubts and introducing incentives to increase user
acceptance. Second, due to mobility and network dynam-
ics, connection duration and achievable transmission rates
must be considered to guarantee V2V transmission delay
and reliability. Finally, one reality is that vehicles belonging
to different operators under traditional management mode
make achieving secure and trusted content sharing difficult.

The vision of cross-operator V2V video content caching,
computing, and communications is to build an open, secure,
and agile vehicle interaction architecture, break down bar-
riers among operators, and integrate the in-vehicle content
services of different operators through V2V technologies,
improving flexibility and coverage of vehicular content ser-
vices and reducing communication pressure on network
infrastructure including BSs. Blockchain offers a distributed
public database that stores traceable logs [12], onwhich smart
contracts can automate business transactions. The tamper-
proof nature of blockchain enables reliable data storage
andmanagement, which ensures dependable content transfer
among vehicles [13].

Compared to public blockchains, consortium blockchains
[14] provide customizable data management through adapt-
able processing capabilities and scalable verification nodes.
This flexibility enables tailored data support for cross-
operator V2V video content delivery. The consortium archi-
tecture effectively manages multi-party trust issues common
in collaborative V2V video transactions [15]. This con-
trasts with the public blockchain, where users can participate
without authentication. Stringent authentication protocols
in a consortium blockchain establish mutual trust among
participants. This is crucial for cross-operator V2V com-
munications, where verified identities and trustworthiness
matter. Furthermore, inherent consortium blockchain secu-
rity features ensure traceability and accountability of inci-
dents, strengthening regulation of transaction behaviors [16,
17]. Such security provides a robust environment for cross-
operator data exchange, fortifying the trustworthiness and
dependability of V2V interactions.

1.1 Challenges and related works

Although consortium blockchain empowers multi-operator
V2V video content transactions with many potential advan-
tages, there are still some challenges to be addressed:

1)Multi-operator blockchain architecture: In a blockchain
network, multi-operator V2V video content distribution
may generate massive transaction records. Under a con-
ventional single-chain architecture, the distributed nodes
of the network may bear a heavier storage and query
burden [18]. Under the consortium blockchain architec-
ture, service providers can design and customize according
to application requirements, which can provide flexible

architectural support for vehicular applications. Liu et al. [19]
propose a consortium blockchain-based collaborative cre-
dential management scheme for anonymous authentication
in vehicular networks. This scheme builds a service provider
consortium to collaboratively manage user subscriptions for
network access and service billing after identity verifica-
tion. A consortium blockchain-based distributed architecture
is presented in [20] for virtualized network function man-
agement for reliable and transparent coordination among
heterogeneous network resource providers, but blockchain’s
costly storage and computation remain challenging. Based
on consortium blockchain, the authors study trusted shar-
ing of network topology among distributed software-defined
networking (SDN) controllers for preventing privacy leak-
age in vehicular edge networks [21]. A blockchain-based
V2V transaction model is investigated in [22], in which elec-
tric vehicles form a consortium. The authors develop the
consortium entry strategies and matching mechanisms for
V2V power transactions. Unlike the above applications, the
scenario considered in this study involves multi-vehicle col-
laboration and video content transfer among cross-operators,
requiring the blockchain architecture and secured V2V inter-
action mechanism to be reimagined.

2) Cross-operator V2V collaboration: Cross-operator
V2V video services provide more choices for content
requesters than single-operator vehicle collaboration. How-
ever, the limited transmission rate of in-vehicle WiFi makes
high-definition video sharing suffer from high latency.
Reducing latency and optimizing video quality through
multi-vehicle collaboration needs further exploration. Zaidi
et al. [23] propose an enhanced user datagram protocol,
which improves video transmission quality in vehicular
networks by protecting video frames according to their
importance.Bradai et al. [24] propose an efficient video trans-
missionmechanism that reduces interference by selecting the
minimum subset of relay vehicles to achieve high-quality
video propagation in vehicular ad hoc networks. In [25], the
authors study an adaptive video streaming scheme based on
scalable video coding (SVC) to support video services in
highway scenarios. The requester can obtain video data from
neighboring vehicles ormulti-hop paths to BSs through vehi-
cle relays.

3) Cross-operator value transfer: Minimizing service
fees while ensuring video QoS is the primary concern for
users, while fair value exchange is crucial for operators.
BSs and vehicles can only trade videos published by said
operators. Transactions between vehicles under different
operators cannot be verified,making it challenging to achieve
cross-operator value exchange. Transaction requests between
vehicles under other operators rely on BSs for uploading
and contract invocation. If a BS fails to assist vehicles in
uploading and verifying cross-operator transactions within
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the valid time, subsequent content transactions must be inter-
rupted. Little literature focuses on value transfer among
different vehicle operators. Ren et al. [26] propose a scalable
consortium blockchain system for value transfer between
medical institutions. An off-chain structure is designed with
a mainchain for metadata consensus of all chains, and each
node maintains a transaction chain. The system realizes
the complete consistency and correctness conditions and
meets the effectiveness under the value transfer ledgermodel.
In [27], the authors identifymultiple network-sharing scenar-
ios, including centralized network-sharing to decentralized
spectrum sharing. However, several challenges are associ-
ated with their deployment, such as ensuring accountability
and trust among operators.

1.2 Contributions and organization

To resolve the barriers to transactions among IoV operators,
we propose a consortium blockchain-based secure cross-
operator V2V video content distribution framework. The
main contributions are three folded:

• A hierarchical consortium blockchain architecture is
designed that combines a cross-operator mainchain and
multiple parallel operator subchains. This solution sup-
ports cross-operator transaction data management and
value exchanging among operators;

• A vehicle-group selection algorithm based on integra-
tive matching is developed to help requesters find an
optimal decision of content-providing vehicles, aiming
to minimize service fees while meeting video quality
requirements;

• To enhance V2V service stability and real-time perfor-
mance, we study a cross-operator contract invocation
mechanism that prevents transaction interruptions due to
excessive transaction data upload time by incentivizing
transaction data uploading. Security analysis and simu-
lation results verify the feasibility and superiority of the
proposed method.

The subsequent content is arranged as follows. Section 2
presents a consortium blockchain-based framework for
multi-operator collaboration. Section 3 develops a secured
V2Vvideo content distribution approachbasedon this frame-
work. In Section 4,we analyze defenses in the face of security
threats. Section 5 evaluates the proposed scheme’s transmis-
sion delay and economics through simulation methodology.
Finally, we summarize the study and discuss future research
work.

2 Consortium blockchain architecture

Figure 1 shows the designed cross-operator V2V architec-
ture, divided into three layers: content delivery, information
management, and transaction consensus.

1) Content delivery layer covers vehicles and BSs with
caching and communication capabilities. It is responsible
for enabling cross-operator video content delivery. Under
the cross-operator V2V trading environment, this layer’s
functionality ensures stable video transmission and complete
uploading of content transaction information.

2) User management layer authenticates vehicle user
identities and conducts security checks to ensure vehicles
meet safety and communication protocol requirements. In
addition, this layer needs to record and store video content
publication information and transaction execution results to
prevent video content tampering.

3) Transaction consensus layer is responsible for con-
sensus verification of cross-operator V2V video content
transactions to achieve value exchange among vehicles from
different operators. The transaction consensus layer stores
smart contracts that execute content transactions and vehi-
cle reputation values that need frequent reading and writing
for transaction verification. Nodes participating in consensus
must ensure the credibility of all transactions.

2.1 Hierarchical multi-chain architecture

In the cross-operator V2V scenario, video content delivery
generates many transaction records. To coordinate man-
agement, a hierarchical multi-chain architecture is built,
containing two types of chains, as shown in Fig. 1:

1) Cross-operator mainchain. The mainchain is co-built
by a consortium of multiple operators to deploy smart
contracts and record reputation values. After setting and
deploying smart contracts for video content through an autho-
rized operator, the content and contracts are broadcasted to
the vehicular network environment through BSs. V2V video
content transactions need to reach transaction consensus on
the mainchain to ensure global consistency of transaction
processing results. After transactions initiated by vehicles
are verified, the reputation values of the trading parties are
updated in themainchain. Content transaction results verified
through themainchain are stored in subchains via cross-chain
interaction.

2) Operator subchains. Each operator maintains a sub-
chain to record published video content and related trans-
actions. These subchains are parallel. Under the unified
association of the mainchain, operators realize transac-
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Fig. 1 Consortium blockchain-based cross-operator V2V network architecture

tion data partitioning and storage centered around content,
reducing the mainchain’s storage burden for cross-operator
transactions. Operators can also quickly query content circu-
lation information through subchain transaction records.

2.2 Trusted cross-chain interaction

A verification mechanism based on signature and Merkle
hash tree is designed to ensure the authenticity of value
exchange. The mainchain and subchains are equipped with a
proof module to verify the authenticity of cross-chain inter-
action for node identities and data sources, achieving trusted
data queries and updates.

Taking the transaction query from the mainchain to a
subchain as an example, the information interaction process
mainly contains the following steps as shown in Fig. 2:

1©When querying transaction information in operator A’s
subchain, nodes can send a transaction record query with
query identifier q by calling smart contracts on the main-
chain.

2©Themainchain’s proofmodule assigns an authorization
identifier, ε, then packages and signs the related information
into Sign(q, ε), sending it to operator A’s subchain.

Fig. 2 Interaction between the mainchain and subchains
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3© Upon receiving Sign(q, ε), the proof module on oper-
ator A’s subchain is responsible for verifying the authenticity
of the signature information Sign(q, ε).

4© If the authentication passes, request q will be queried
in subchain A’s data records.

5© To prove the authenticity of the query result from
I n f o(q), operator A’s subchain must provide additional
proof information, denoted as P(I n f o(q)), representing the
Merkle verification path of I n f o(q) in the subchain. The
signed query result, Sign(I n f o(q), P(I n f o(q))), is trans-
ferred to the mainchain.

6© Smart contracts can obtain the transaction query result
after Sign(I n f o(q), P(I n f o(q))) passes the verification of
the mainchain’s proof module.

3 Cross-operator V2V video content sharing

In this section, we study cross-operator V2V video content
distribution. First, a fair reward allocation strategy is formu-
lated for vehicle and BS content delivery. Second, the service
fee minimization problem is modeled as a multi-constraint
programming problem, and an integrative matching degree-
based algorithm is developed for problem-solving. Finally,
a cross-operator contract invocation policy is developed to
verify vehicle transactions and achieve value transfer among
operators.

3.1 Fair reward allocation

SVC, which offers a layered approach to scalability [28], is
adopted for V2V video content delivery. Video content n is
encoded into M layers and the set of video layer indices is
denoted asN . Video quality is related to the number of video
layers. C = ⋃

n∈N cn represents the set of video content in
the system, whereN is the set of video content indexes. cn,m

represents the mth layer of content n. The utility a content
requester can obtain is proportional to the popularity and size
of the obtained video. When a requester receives video layer
cn,m from vehicle j , the obtained utility is calculated as

ω j,n,m = χ

1 + e−δ fn,m
log

(

1 + ϕ

1 + e−τ(
s j,n,m

s̄ )

)

(1)

where fn,m represents the popularity of content cn,m , sn,m is
the size of cn,m obtained by the requester from vehicle j , s
is the average size of video layers in the vehicular network,
χ , δ, ϕ, and τ are adjustable parameters.

Let Ii represent the set of adjacent vehicles of vehicle i ,
in which the cars that cache video content n are denoted as
Ii,n . After requester i obtains video content n from vehicle

j ∈ Ii,n , the generated utility is calculated as

ωn =
∑

m∈Mn

∑

j∈Ii,n
ω j,n,m . (2)

The service fee a vehicle can earn positively correlates with
its reputation value. The fee generatedwhen vehicle i obtains
cn,m from vehicle j ∈ Ii,n is calculated as

κ j,n,m = ∂r jω j,n,m

(ti, j,n,m − t
′
i, j,n,m + 1)

+ λpn,m (3)

where ti, j,n,m denotes the time when a BS uploads the cn,m

transaction for vehicle j , t
′
i, j,n,m is the time when vehicle

j ∈ Ai,n initiates the transaction request, r j represents the
reputation value of vehicle j , pn,m is the price of video layer
cn,m , ∂ , λ are adjustable parameters.

Another possible situation is that vehicle i has to obtain
cn,m from BSs at a high cost when neighboring vehicles do
not cache cn,m . The generated service fee when car i obtains
cn,m from BS b is calculated as

κb,n,m = ςωx,n,m + λpn,m, (4)

where ς is an adjustable weight factor.

3.2 Problem formulation and algorithm design

In the proposed framework, a vehicle refers to an entity with
an on-board unit (OBU) [29], which can actively cache pop-
ular content with the help of operator BSs. Each vehicle has a
pair of public and private keys generated based on the elliptic
curve algorithm and is equippedwith a trusted platformmod-
ule to store personal information and perform calculations
on demand [30]. Each vehicle obtains surrounding vehicles’
speed, driving direction, and content cache through the bea-
coning protocol [31]. Vehicle users can either initiate content
requests to neighboring vehicles or share their cached content
with neighboring cars.

For ease of understanding, we construct a case where
operators are isolated from each other. As shown in Fig. 3,
vehicles 1, 2, and 3 belong to operator A, and vehicles 4 and 5
belong to operatorB. Suppose the reputation of these vehicles
can satisfy the minimum requirement. Each vehicle’s com-
munication resources can deliver one video layer at a time.
Vehicles 1-5 are adjacent to vehicle i and carry video layers
related to video c1. Suppose vehicle i of operator A makes a
request for video c1 with quality level υi,1 = 4. In the case
of V2V video content distribution only within an operator,
vehicles 1, 2, and 3 become the content providers of c1,1,
c1,2, and c1,3. Due to the limitations in caching and commu-
nication resources, c1,4 lacks content providers, so vehicle i
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Fig. 3 Vehicle-group selection when operators are isolated from each
other

has to obtain it from BSs, indicating that the closed manage-
ment mode of each operator limits V2V content acquisitions.
Exploring a multi-operator collaborative approach becomes
necessary to expand potential content providers.

Wenowformulate thevehicle-group (as content providers)
selection problem under the multi-operator collaborative
mode. Binary decision variable ai, j,n,m = 1 represents vehi-
cle i choosing vehicle j ∈ Ii,n to provide video layer cn,m ,
otherwise set to 0. For a request for content n from vehi-
cle i , the optimization problem is modeled as P1, which
is essentially to minimize service fees by finding Ai,n =
∪m∈Mn ai, j,n,m under video quality, vehicle reputation, con-
nection duration, and transmission rate constraints.

P1 : min
{Ai,n} j∈Ii,n ,n∈N

:

∑

m∈Mn

⎛

⎝
∑

j∈Ii,n
ai, j,n,mκ j,n,m − κb,n,m

⎞

⎠

s.t.

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

r j ≥ αr (max) + β log(1 + fn,m),

∀ j ∈ Ii,n,m ∈ Mn
(5a)

di, j ≥
∑

m∈Mn

ai, j,n,msn,m

w j
, j ∈ Ii,n (5b)

ti, j,n,m ≤ t
′
i, j,n,m + t0 (5c)

ai, j,n,m ∈ {0, 1} (5d)

If vehicle i cannot obtain the required content through
V2V, it has to switch toV2I connectionwith

∑
m∈Mn

∑
j∈Ii,n

ai, j,n,m = 0. In this case, the service fee rises to a high
level, calculated as

∑
m∈Mn

κb,n,m . If all video layers can be
obtained via V2V, we have

∑
m∈Mn

∑
j∈Ii,n ai, j,n,m = υi,n .

The optimization goal of P1 changes to

min
{Ai,n} j∈Ii,n ,n∈N

:
∑

m∈Mn

∑

j∈Ii,n
ai, j,n,mκ j,n,m,

equivalent to finding a subset from Ii,n that can minimize
service fees.

Constraint (5a) states that the provider of content cn,m

must meet the minimum reputation requirement. Under con-
straint (5b), content-providing car j must complete the
delivery of cn,m within a sustainable connection period, di, j ,
where w j represents the transmission rate vehicle j can
achieve. Before video content trading, the content-providing
vehicle must upload the transaction request to the mainchain
through aBS to invoke transaction contracts. If theBS upload
transaction duration, ti, j,n,m − t

′
i, j,n,m , exceeds the specified

time limit t0, it leads to termination of subsequent vehicle
content transactions. If vehicle j ∈ Ii,n is selected as the
provider of cn,m , ti, j,n,m must satisfy (5c).

Algorithm 1 Multi-constrained vehicle-group selection
algorithm: search (m, ρ, μ,Ai,n,A′

i,n, υi,n,Jn).
input : m ← 1, ρ ← +∞, μ ← +∞, Ai,n ← ∅, A′

i,n ← ∅;
1 Update provider set Jn,m for cn,m under (5a), (5b), and (5c);
2 Jn ← ⋃

m∈{1,2,...,vi,n} Jn,m ;

3 if m == υi,n + 1 then
4 if ρ > μ then
5 ρ ← μ;
6 Ai,n ← A′

i,n ;
7 end
8 end
9 else if Jn,m == ∅ then

10 μ ← μ + κb,n,m ;
11 search (m + 1, ρ, μ,Ai,n,A′

i,n, υi,n,Jn);
12 μ ← μ − κb,n,m ;
13 end
14 else
15 foreach j ∈ Jn,m do
16 ai, j,n,m ← 1;
17 A′

i,n ← A′
i,n ∪ { j};

18 μ ← μ − κ j,n,m ;
19 m ← m + 1;
20 search (m, ρ, μ,Ai,n,A′

i,n, υi,n,Jn);
21 ai, j,n,m ← 0;
22 A′

i,n ← A′
i,n\{ j};

23 μ ← μ − κ j,n,m ;
24 end
25 end

To solve Problem P1, we develop a multi-constrained
vehicle-group selection algorithm, summarized asAlgorithm
1, with the implementation details as follows:

1. The global variable, ρ, is used to record the total service
fees required to obtain content n. The optimal content
providers are recorded in Ai,n .

2. The provider set for content cn,m is updated according
to reputation value, connection duration, and transaction
upload delay (lines 1-2). If the content quality require-
ment of requester i has been met (line 3), the scheme
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compares the current total service fees with ρ (line 4). If
the service fee is minor, update ρ, and store the current
decision scheme.

3. When the videoquality requirement of content requester i
is not yet met, we need to observe the number of vehicles
as optional providers for the current video layer. If no
vehicle can provide cn,m (line 9), this content has to be
obtained from BSs.

4. If there are vehicles that can provide cn,m , we traverse
all possible decision schemes and update the tempo-
rary decision scheme (lines 17-18). After selecting a
content-providing vehicle for cn,m , the scheme contin-
ues to choose providers for the next layer (line 20).
When backtracking other decision schemes, some vari-
ables must be restored to previous states (lines 22-23).

5. After the search is complete, the scheme that minimizes
service fees is updated to Ai,n .

In the proposed framework, vehicles belonging to oper-
ator B can share the required content to car i of operator
A. To facilitate understanding, we provide an example of
Algorithm1 being applied to the scenario of Fig. 3, and the
calculation results are shown in Fig. 4. In the example, each
vehicle only has enough communication resources to deliver
one video layer at a time, though multi-vehicle collabora-
tive content delivery is supported. Since vehicle 5 has the
lowest service fee but cannot provide c1,1 and c1,2 concur-
rently, the algorithm selects vehicle 1 with the next lowest
fee as the provider for content c1,1, while vehicle 5 handles
c1,2. Although retrieving c1,3 from vehicle 3 is the cheapest
individually, the overall price is not optimal. Hence, vehi-
cles 4 and 3 are selected as the providers for c1,3 and c1,4,
respectively. Despite vehicle 3’s lower c1,3 quotation, parti-
tioning content delivery across vehicles based on constrained
individual capacities minimizes collective expenses. By con-
solidating layered dissemination duties, the approach allows
cooperating vehicles to jointly share video data, reducing the
probability of downloading content from BSs.

Fig. 4 Vehicle-group selection by Algorithm 1

The algorithm adopts a recursive structure, in which each
recursive search occursO(|Jn |) times. The overall time com-
plexity is exponential due to the exhaustive backtracking
search through possible vehicle groups, where |Jn,m | is all
content providers and υi,n is the number of video layers.
By unrolling the recursion, we can get an overall complex-
ity ofO(

∏
m∈{1,2,...,υi,n}|Jn,m |), which can be approximately

expressed as O(|Jn|υi,n ).

3.3 Cross-operator contract invocation

Before triggering a transaction contract, content-providing
vehicles must upload transaction information through a BS.
This subsection presents an incentive strategy to encourage
operatorBSs to accelerate uploading transaction requests and
avoid interruptions.

Suppose BS b has uploaded transaction information of
video layer cn,m for vehicle j ∈ Ii,n . The contribution of
this BS to the video request is calculated as

Eb = ω j,n,m

ωn
, (6)

which can continue accumulating when BS b uploads trans-
action requests for other layers of video content n.

After a transaction is completed, the reward amount that
the assisting BS b can obtain from other operators is calcu-
lated as

φb = g
Eb

(ti, j,n,m − t
′
i, j,n,m + 1)

(7)

where ti, j,n,m < t
′
i, j,n,m+t0 and g is an adjustable parameter.

The shorter the interval for a BS to upload the transaction,
the higher the reward it can obtain. If a BS fails to upload the
transaction to the mainchain within the valid time limit t0, it
cannot get benefits.

Below is the explanation of transaction processing in
a cross-operator scenario. Suppose vehicle j belonging to
operator A caches video layer cn,m from operator B. When
vehicle j ∈ Ai,n distributes content cn,m to vehicle i , the
submitted transaction needs to go through the following steps
shown in Fig. 5.

1© Car j as a content provider signs the contract address
of cn,m sent by vehicle i using Sign(Sign(SmartConAdd
resscn,m )K S

i
)K S

j
, and then uploads the transaction signature

to a BS of operator A.
2© The BS of operator A uploads the transaction requests

initiated by both parties to the mainchain.
3© According to the signature, the proof module in the

mainchain invokes and executes smart contract SmartConcn,m .
4© The mainchain that maintains global reputation values

updates the reputation of the trading parties.
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Fig. 5 Cross-operator transaction processing example

5© After transaction verification, the mainchain transfers
the transaction results to the subchain of operatorB to achieve
content-centric transaction record storage.

6© Operator B’s subchain verifies the credibility of the
results sent by the mainchain through the proof module.

7© Operator B updates and stores transaction records
related to cn,m .

Algorithm 2 Cross-operator contract invocation algo-
rithm.
input : accounti , account j , accountb, c̃n,m ,

SmartConAddresscn,m ;
1 Requester i and content provider j sign the contract address to

be initiated;
2 Sign(Sign(SmartConAddresscn,m )Ks

i
)Ks

j
is uploaded to the

mainchain by BS b;
3 if Contract call successful then
4 Mainchain executes SmartConcn,m and pre-deducts funds

from the accounts of both parties to the transaction;
5 BS collects the requester’s transaction score and

transaction certification;
6 Calculate the service fee of content provider j and the

reward of BS uploading transaction;
7 send (account j , κ j,n,m );
8 send (accountb, φb);
9 Update the reputation of vehicle j ;

10 Send cross-chain contract execution results to the subchain
publishing SmartConcn,m ;

11 return true;
12 end
13 else
14 Contract call failed;
15 return false;
16 end

The process of contract invocation for transactions is
shown in Algorithm 2. After requester i initiates a trans-
action with content provider j , content provider j sends the
transaction information with signature to a BS, and the BS
uploads the transaction to the mainchain for it. After the suc-
cessful invocation of contracts in the mainchain, automatic
account lock-in is executed for both parties. After verification
of transaction consensus, smart contracts distribute rewards
to the participants according to the collected transaction rat-
ings and certificates. The execution result of SmartConcn,m

is submitted to the subchain for content-centric transaction
storage.

4 Security analysis

This section theoretically analyzes whether the proposed
solution can achieve the security design goals.

• Prevent double-spending fraud: There is a risk of double-
spending in cross-operator V2V video transactions.
Attackers may initiate content transactions across sub-
chains belonging todifferent operators to obtain improper
benefits. For example, multiple vehicles could use the
same fee when creating requests for various opera-
tors’ content. This would destroy transaction fairness.
An account-locking mechanism via smart contracts can
temporarily lock a vehicle’s account before transaction
completion, only unlocking after confirmation. Thus,
vehicles cannot complete a second transaction during
the lock period of the first, effectively preventing cross-
chain double-spending fraud and ensuring fairness. The
temporary account lock enables the system to validate
transaction finality across subchains before permitting
additional blockchain activity.

• Prevent content tampering: In cross-operator transac-
tions, vehicles could implant malicious links into content
belonging to other operators, illegally benefiting them-
selves. However, vehicle-initiated transactions are only
published and disseminated after mainchain consensus
verification under a content-centric cross-operator ledger.
Moreover, each transaction is stored centrally within the
corresponding subchain. This content-centric storage and
verification prevents unauthorized video content tamper-
ing. Even if tampering did occur by another operator’s
vehicle, the immutable subchain ledger traces details of
altered content.

• Prevent transaction forgery: When vehicle j provides
content cn,m to vehicle i , both parties must sign the con-
tract address of cn,m , namely SmartConAddresscn,m .
This serves as credentials for the transaction request,
preventing the transaction request from being forged or
denied. In addition, the verification mechanism based on
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the Merkle hash tree makes it impossible for an attacker
to construct a Merkle verification path corresponding to
a nonexistent transaction information to ensure that the
transaction information on the subchain is difficult to
forge and prevent vehicles from malicious swiping in
cross-operator V2V transactions.

• Prevent Sybil attacks: Malicious vehicles may create
numerous fake identities to initiate video content requests
and occupy network resources. Under the proposed con-
sortium blockchain framework, anonymous nodes are
not permitted to join V2V content sharing. Participating
nodes must be authenticated through protocols to join
each operator’s subchain. Vehicle users must sign their
queries, increasing attackers’ difficulty spoofing identi-
ties.

• Prevent distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks:
Malicious vehicles may initiate excessive video requests
to rapidly drain attacked vehicles’ computational and
storage resources, paralyzing normal chain operations.
In our scheme, transaction fees are generated alongside
video requests, increasing economic costs for attackers
to launch DDoS attacks. Properties like closed member-
ship, smaller node scales, multi-signatures, and access
controls equip consortiums over public blockchains with
enhanced DDoS resilience.

• Prevent man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks: Attackers
may intercept and alter data exchanged between the
mainchain and operator subchains. Signature-based and
Merkle hash tree verifications are employed to safe-
guard against this. The mainchain proof module signs
queries before publishing to subchains. Subchains then
validate the signatures to trust the source.When respond-
ing, subchains attach Merkle validation paths, enabling
the mainchain to swiftly verify transaction completion
and data integrity against tampering. Data accountabil-
ity and integrity are maintained despite potential attacks
by cryptographically signing interactions and leveraging
Merkle verification.

5 Performance evaluation

Our experiments simulate a vehicular network environment
with multiple coexisting operators. To obtain a more realis-
tic simulation effect, the simulation randomly generated 100
video contents using the method described by Zhu et al. [32].
SVC encodes each video content to achieve M = 4 video
quality levels. Each vehicle caches the more popular con-
tent among these 100 videos. Content requests are randomly
initiated following the Zipf distribution [33]. The values of

simulation parameters ∂ , δ, ς , and g are set to 0.0135, 0.0001,
0.015, and 0.15, respectively.

To analyze the impact of the proposed scheme on video
content delivery delay and service cost, the following two
video delivery methods are selected for comparison:

• Baseline-1 [34] is a collaborative video delivery approach
whose optional range of content providers is limited to
vehicles belonging to the same operator.

• Baseline-2 [35] employs non-cooperative video trans-
missions. A single vehicle is chosen to provide all the
required video content for each request.

5.1 BS reward analysis

In this subsection, we examine the BS rewards obtained with
different upload contributions (defined in (6)) of 1/4, 1/2, and
1 for a single video request. As shown in Fig. 6, the higher the
contribution ratio of aBS for a single video request, the higher
the reward it can earn. In addition, the timely uploading of
vehicles’ transaction requests can bring higher returns to the
BS. The upload interval time is inversely proportional to the
upload reward obtained by the BS. If the upload interval
time approaches the time limit, t0, that video transactions
can tolerate, the reward is close to 0.

5.2 Impact of cache space on delay

Distribution latency depends on achievable transmission
rates and content volume. Some redundancy schemes, like
[36], can enable reliable packet delivery for V2V content
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distribution without affecting the proposed scheme’s execu-
tion.

Figure 7 compares average delivery delays under differ-
ent methods, given a consistent video quality requirement
of 4. Assumptions include: 1) Vehicle cache spaces range
from 5GB-35GB; 2) Video content volumes range from
0.2GB-0.8GB; 3) Requested videos are evenly cached across
vehicles, eliminating infrastructure downloads. Larger cache
space is beneficial to improving the cache hit rate and reduc-
ing the average delivery delay. Baseline-1 has lower average
delivery delays than Baseline-2 since the latter relies on
single-vehicle delivery, which is more time-consuming. In
contrast, Baseline-1 allows requesters to retrieve different
video layers from multiple neighboring vehicles, shortening
durations. The proposed method further reduces delays by
expanding alternative providers beyond a single operator’s
neighbors.

Under a single operator, available content sources are lim-
ited if specific pieces are required - neighboring vehicles
may hold needed content but temporarily lack communi-
cation resources. This forces the requester to wait in line.
By enabling cross-operator coordination, the proposed tech-
nique mitigates this through an enlarged discoverable cache
base, reducingwait times accordingly.Thus, evengiven small
individual cache spaces, collaboration decreases infrastruc-
ture burden by uncovering potential providers.

5.3 Comparison of service fees

Figure 8 shows the service fees of different methods when
the popularity of requested content is increasing with quality
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levels of 4. The purpose is to observe the impact of
multi-operator coordination on vehicle content service fees.
With fewer optional vehicles under a single operator, it may
be impossible to match all the content the requester needs. In
this case, the car has to obtain the missing video layers from
BSs at high costs. Therefore, the service fee generated by the
proposed method is lower than that of baseline-1. The cross-
operator V2V video content delivery mode has a broader
selection range and lower total service costs. In Fig. 9, the
proposedmethod can savemore service fees for the requester
under the same conditions. To characterize vehicle content
requests, we initiate 100 requests following the Zipf distribu-
tion for different quality levels of video content. The average
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service fees under the two strategies are shown in Fig. 10.
High video quality levels require more vehicles to participate
in V2V collaboration. As can be seen, the proposed method
expands the set of alternative vehicles, improves communica-
tion, computing, and caching resource utilization, and saves
more service fees for the requester.

It is assumed that video content is randomly cached in
vehicles. Fig. 11 compares the service cost ratio to delay
under different methods when the popularity of requested
content is increasing. More vehicles participating in V2V
distribution helps save service fees. With the increase in
content requests, the available vehicles become limited, the
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achievable transmission rate gradually shrinks to the con-
strained value, and the curve in the figure tends to be flat.
Under a single operator, the requester often has to obtain
content through V2I, resulting in higher service costs. In
the proposed V2V content-sharing framework, the delivery
speed of vehicles may be slower than that of BSs. Still, it can
provide most of the content to requesters at a lower service
cost.

6 Conclusion

We have presented a two-tier consortium blockchain archi-
tecture combining a cross-operator transaction mainchain
and multiple parallel operator subchains. This framework
aims to break down barriers among operators to enable
content-centric, cross-operator V2V transaction manage-
ment. Security analysis indicates the proposed method helps
establish a safe and feasible V2V collaboration ecosystem.
Simulation results confirm the approach reduces distribution
delay and service fees over baseline methods.

Transaction verification involves trust and cooperation
among operators. Although employing cross-chain protocols
can help improve blockchain scalability, the mainchain may
face an enormous consensus burden with multi-party trans-
actions across chains. As vehicles becomemore autonomous
and connected, scalable cross-operator coordination is essen-
tial for robust V2V content sharing. In future work, we
will explore efficient hierarchical consensus protocols to
enable secure cross-operator interactions across blockchains.
Cross-chain protocols like atomic commits, hash-locking,
and sidechains warrant investigation to coordinate transac-
tions across ledgers. Game mechanisms can also incentivize
consensus participation among operators. Combining fee
delegation and light client validation may also mitigate the
mainchain burden. Advancing such cross-chain techniques
can bolster the real-world viability of blockchain-assisted
V2V content distribution.
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